
John Cage | Cartridge Music (1960): Solo for Cymbal (2016) & 
Where are we going? What are we doing? (1961) 
Cartridge Music provides instructions for a performer to make a score us-
ing heavily amplified materials. From these instructions, I have generated 
a series of sound events for amplified cymbal. Cage himself used flexible, 
score-making systems like Cartridge Music to produce a multitude of other 
works: the lecture Where are we going? What are we doing? was written 
using Cartridge Music to make decisions about stories, subjects, and rele-
vance. This lecture consists of four texts read simultaneously. (dd)

Scott Worthington | A Time That Is Also A Place (2015)
This piece is from a set of solo works that I commissioned by composers 
from Southern California. Instead of following a written score during the 
performance, the flutist chooses from a set of 10 sounds according to the 
pacing of that particular time and place. This spontaneous ordering acts in 
counterpoint with a fixed tape part. (rb)

Rachel Beetz | The Winter Stars – December 11, 2015 (2016)
During each night of the moon cycle that began on December 11, 2015, 
I took long exposure photographs of the night sky along with field record-
ings. Photographs from each night were stacked on top of each other to 
create star trail photos. These photos were then interpreted as a musical 
score; each star trail became a flute glissando and clouds were sounded by 
the field recordings. The first half of the sound installation will be presented 
at the Natural History Museum in Ólafsfjörður on February 13, 2016. This 
piece is a live performance realization of an excerpt of the first hour of the 
sound installation. (rb)

John Cage | Ryoanji (1985)
Cage’s Ryoanji reflects on the rock garden of the same name in Kyoto, Ja-
pan. Here, the two flute parts follow curves traced from observing the rocks. 
Cage writes, “Each two pages are a ‘garden’ of sounds. The score is a ‘still’ 
photograph of mobile circumstances.” The percussion part irregularly marks 
the very slow passage of time. (rb)
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John Cage | 0’00” (1962)
In this work, Cage asks the performer(s) to “perform a disciplined action” 
with amplification. He also asks that this action fulfill “in whole or part 
an obligation to others.” Cage would describe this work as “4’33 No. 2,” 
referring to a new version of his famous “silent” piece from 1952; just as 
4’33” aestheticized the naturally occurring sounds of the environment, here 
Cage places aesthetic focus on the everyday action, listening (and watch-
ing) closely the simple actions of daily work. (dd)

John Cage | Imaginary Landscape No. 5 (1952)
This work consists only of instructions for the assembly of sounds on mag-
netic tape. The score provides information for the duration, amplitude, and 
channel of each sound, cut together from any forty-two records. The first 
version I have prepared for this program is made from the orchestral works 
of Johannes Brahms. The second version draws upon a wide variety of early 
electronic music. (dd)

Earle Brown | from Folio (1952-54): 
Four Systems, November 1952, December 1952
Folio is among the first published works to explore graphic notations. Four 
Systems consists only of horizontal lines of various thicknesses. In this per-
formance, I will present two versions; one performed on vibraphone with 
sine tones, and another performed on amplified cymbals. November 1952 
presents the performer(s) with a twenty-five line staff with otherwise con-
ventional musical notations. The performers’ intuitive and spontaneous 
response to these conventional signifiers, removed from their traditional 
context, creates an unpredictable result each time the work is performed. 
December 1952 consists of rectangles in different sizes and orientations 
spread around a single page. Brown’s goal in this notation was “to have ele-
ments exist in space… the score being a picture of this space at one instant, 
which must always be considered as unreal and/or transitory.” Our version 
translates the rectangles into sound events, reading this single page in all 
four orientations and at different speeds. (dd)

This performance will be given without pause. 

0’00”              John Cage

      
Imaginary Landscape No. 3 – (Brahms)         John Cage                             

from Folio:                                                           Earle Brown 
     Four Systems for Vibraphone and Sine Tones
     November 1952
     Four Systems for Amplified Cymbals
     December 1952

A Time That Is Also A Place      Scott Worthington                                           

Cartridge Music:          John Cage
 Solo for Cymbal &  
 Where are we going? What are we doing?

The Winter Stars – December 11, 2015                  Rachel Beetz

Imaginary Landscape No. 3 – (Music of the Future)           John Cage

Ryoanji                                               John Cage
 with Berglind María Tómasdóttir, flute
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